carboncopy
Our impact in 2021

Introduction
What a rollercoaster year it has been, from a national lockdown
at the start of 2021 to a global climate summit in Glasgow at the
end. Throughout the highs and the lows, our charity has focused
on the huge contribution of collective local climate action in
changing the world around us for the better. The groundswell of
local leadership has never been greater and the momentum is
accelerating.
A heartfelt thank you to our board members, advisors, funders,
partners and friends, for their support and belief in the difference
we make. Without you it would not have been possible to shine
such a bright light on so many inspirational local change makers
and their high-impact, low-carbon projects.
Carbon Copy is contributing in a modest way towards influencing
a more positive and fairer policy environment; in helping
organisations work together in the race to zero carbon; and by
bringing more people along from different backgrounds and
places.
To change everything, we need everyone! Are you in?
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Massive small change
Carbon Copy is a UK charity, inspiring big-thinking local action on the
climate and biodiversity crises. We’re here to help you discover what’s
happening in your local area, to share and celebrate low-carbon success
stories, and for organisations to showcase their own brilliant examples of
working together.
The race to carbon zero, and the climate change mitigation and adaptation
measures needed to get there in time, requires action at every scale – from
individual to local to national and international. Carbon Copy champions
people-led, place-based action to address the climate crisis because local
has the power and potential to reach and engage communities in climate
action – everywhere.
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Although local does not lead in the macro policies and agreements that
can prevent the root causes of the climate crisis and biodiversity loss, it is
one of the more responsive and legitimate ways of implementing changes
collectively. It also has greater power over implementing the adaptation
measures that are an inevitable consequence of our changed climate.
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We serve as a hub for a thousand carbon stories and for people leading on
climate action to share what’s working. We amplify their example and help
accelerate more collaboration between different organisations who share
the same goal of a carbon zero future.

Net-Zero Carbon Emissions Declaration by Local Area

Inform
We launched the UK Carbon Zero Explorer in November 2020: a bespoke,
interactive map of all UK local authority areas, providing details about
current carbon emissions, local emission reduction targets and Climate
Action Plans. This unique tool enables more people across the country to
easily access key information about local ambition and action plans that
address the climate emergency where they live. In March 2021, we went
further, adding a new dimension to illustrate those Climate Action Plans
that are area wide. A whole-area target is challenging; nonetheless, half of
all principal local authorities (190/380) have done so, in collaboration with
local businesses, communities and other organisations.
There are myriad ways to address the climate crisis where you live and
work. This is reflected in over 75 articles published by Carbon Copy in 2021,
on topics ranging from corporate insetting to restoring peatlands; creating
coalitions to energising communities; boosting the local economy to
helping SMEs. Our blogs are a way to reflect and provide comment on key
issues, and pivotal moments such as the publishing of the latest IPCC
report, and the United Nations Climate Summit, COP26. At the same time,
we have published informative guest content from local leaders, think
tanks, inspirational young people and those taking action on the ground.
In January we announced our membership of The Climate Coalition, the
UK’s largest group of people dedicated to action against climate change:
one of over 100 organisations, 22 million strong. A community perspective
is too often left out of the environmental discussion and we are proud to be
one of several member organisations representing this perspective within
The Climate Coalition and more broadly.
Through our media channels this year, we’ve supported major campaigns
and events by Friends of Carbon Copy (for example, the Ashden Awards)
and by The Climate Coalition (for example, Great Big Green Week) as well
as marking November 13, the date when the first local council in the UK
declared a climate emergency (in 2018).

Inspire
Our growing hub of carbon stories is an increasingly useful source of real
world, low-carbon initiatives. People from different organisations share
details of their inspiring projects, for others to copy and adapt. In seeding
this hub, which is growing organically as people publish their own initiatives,
we’ve gathered carbon stories from all four nations in the UK; across
sectors; and covering seven different climate action areas (biodiversity and
nature; the built environment; circular economy; energy; finance; land use,
food and agriculture; transport).
Our publishing platform is proven and purpose-built for local. It’s free to
use, open access and non-commercial. As we have seen throughout 2021,
the hub works really well for companies, community groups and councils
to share their high-impact, low-carbon initiatives as well as to copy great
ideas. By making the link between initiatives and local Climate Action
Plans, we also hope to accelerate more collaboration between different
stakeholders with the shared goal of a carbon zero future.
In the lead up to COP26, we were delighted to work directly with the five
Energy Hubs in England as well as with different associations and councils
across Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, to host on our platform
the carbon stories they had gathered within their respective areas. We
collaborated with Planet Mark during the Zero Carbon Tour, an ambitious
initiative developed by BEIS in partnership with local authorities and other
partners, that raised awareness of the action different organisations can
take to support the drive to net zero. Over 120 locations were visited and 200
carbon stories captured for publishing on Carbon Copy.
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As a result of our work with project leaders and collaboration with other
partners, we are on a trajectory to publish 1000 inspiring carbon stories in
the New Year – a huge milestone and invaluable resource for many different
stakeholders.

Involve
We were a key partner and participant in Walk2COP26, a 500-mile walk from
London to Glasgow in October, led by a team of six walkers including one of
our charity’s trustees. The walk was a direct and interactive way to engage
more people on climate change and showcase local action. Through local
press, radio and TV coverage, our communications team helped in reaching
an audience of over 2 million people. We took our message about the
power of place-based leadership on the climate crisis to the global climate
summit in Glasgow, where we hosted two hybrid events at Strath Union.
During Walk2COP26, we organised and hosted ten cross-cutting events
involving around 500 people in total – convening councils, companies and
communities in townhalls, corporate HQs and schools along the route.
Local meetups with project leaders of low-carbon initiatives were another
highlight, from an Eco-Village in Market Harborough to Grace Kitchen in
Bradford to Clyde Wind Farm. Walk With Us was a huge success too – a live
event involving hundreds of participants from around the UK and a dozen
other countries, conversing in real time via a dedicated app about collective
action, agency and accelerating change.
In June, we launched the UK’s first virtual photography exhibition about
local climate action, taking an innovative approach in communicating
to a wider audience. The grand opening of ‘‘Picture This’’ was hosted by
the environmental presenter and writer, Atul Kumar, and aired at London
Climate Action Week. A virtual exhibition hall was filled with 100 winning
submissions, the culmination of a six-week programme involving people
across all four nations.
Earlier in the year, we involved people in discussions about the climate crisis
and ongoing action by hosting a series of online events during the national
lockdown. We presented Unlocking Climate Action: wide-ranging talks by
local leaders in England, Scotland and Wales about how they involved the
broader community in their work and the different ways of bringing more
people together.
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Include
We believe strongly in collaborating with others to address the climate and
biodiversity crises, and as a charity made great progress this year in working
with different people and partners to expand our reach and impact.
We strengthened our board of trustees, welcoming Claudia Jaksch
in July. Claudia is Chief Operating Officer, Head of Sustainability and
interim Chief Executive at the think tank Policy Connect. We have already
benefited greatly from her perspective and expertise in engaging different
stakeholders in issues around sustainability policy.
In February, we announced the first four members of our new advisory
board: Zarina Ahmad, Sonya Bedford MBE, Zunaira Malik and Professor Ian
Thomson. We are privileged to receive their advice and it’s a mark of how far
we’ve come that we were able to attract such fantastic talent.
Four leadership organisations joined our roster of Friends of Carbon Copy
this year: mySociety, Climate Action, Ashden and Planet Mark. We are
collaborating on local Climate Action Plans data with mySociety, a pioneer
in online technologies that help people become more involved in civic
life. We are looking for ways to make stronger connections with local
through Climate Action, a high-profile organisation building national and
international partnerships. We are supporting community engagement
by local councils with Ashden, a charity that supports climate innovation
from grassroots to global action. And we are gathering carbon stories from
around the UK with help from Planet Mark, a company helping businesses
of all sizes with their sustainability goals.
Young people are not only victims of climate change; they are valuable
contributors to climate action as agents of change, entrepreneurs and
innovators. We wanted to include more young people directly in our work
so Carbon Copy could benefit from their drive and we could pool our
knowledge. In March, we ran two successful micro-placement programmes
with the University of Oxford and in June we ran an extended six-week
programme with SixDegrees Edinburgh, a vibrant consultancy run by
students.
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Someone
The Decade of Action for nations, places and people to
drastically reduce our collective carbon emissions by 2030
started last year. This ticking clock matters, profoundly. Just think
about someone in your life who will still be around in 2030 and
think about how that person will live in a climate changed world.
Through our work this year, we have seen how much impact
local people can have in addressing the climate and biodiversity
crises. They are taking the lead, in more places and ways that we
could possibly count, knowing that we cannot wait for someone
else to solve this emergency. In truth, no one knows the place
where you live better than you do, so why let someone else
decide?
Our aim in 2022 is to support at least 200 UK local areas in
moving towards net zero by 2030. With real world examples and
learning, through the connections Carbon Copy makes between
different kinds of organisations, and by collaborating with our
Friends and partners, we want to help those inspirational people
across the country UK who are working together on climate
action.
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Inspiring big-thinking local climate action
to accelerate progress towards a carbon zero future.
hello@carboncopy.eco

